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Guerrilla Marketing’s Greatest Hits—Updated, Adapted,
Remastered… The only book to deliver The Best of
Guerrilla Marketing—a combination of the latest secrets,
strategies, tactics, and tools from more than 35 topselling Guerrilla Marketing books—updated for a new
generation. ”When they write the history of marketing
thought, Jay doesn't get a page... he gets his own
chapter.” —Seth Godin, author of Poke the Box “This
book is the culmination of Guerrilla Marketing’s huge
footprint on the marketing landscape. Keep it on top of
your desk-it will become your marketing bible.” —Jill
Lublin, international speaker and author, Jilllublin.com
”For business survival in the 21st century, Guerrilla
Marketing ranks right up there with food, water,
shelter—and, of course, Internet access.“ —David
Garfinkel, author of Advertising Headlines That Make
You Rich “21 million entrepreneurs around the world,
including me and most of my clients & friends, owe a
debt of gratitude to Jay Conrad Levinson for his inspiring
Guerrilla Marketing advice and mentoring.“ —Roger C.
Parker, www.PublishedandProfitable.com “Guerrilla
Marketing has always been about helping the ‘little guy’
market effectively and succeed against big-budget
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age, Guerrilla Marketing is
again proving to be an essential key ingredient to help
achieve business success. “ —Stuart Burkow, advisor on
making money in business and advocate for free
enterprise, www.kingofprofits.com “Jay Levinson wisely
guided my partners and me as we built our company
from zero to $60 million in six years – and sold it! His
brilliant marketing know-how played a huge role in our
dramatic success. “ —Steve Savage, president, Savage
International “Guerrilla Marketing is far more than a
brand. It has joined Xerox and Kleenex as part of our
language.” —Orvel Ray Wilson, CSP, marketing coach,
sales trainer and author “Jay's original Guerrilla
Marketing validated all the marketing I'd been already
doing, and opened my eyes to many new possibilities.
Since that time, I've read many books in the series, and
was thrilled to bring Guerrilla Marketing to the
environmental world with Guerrilla Marketing Goes
Green. Jay has proven over and over again that there's
more to marketing than throwing a lot of money into ads,
and that small businesses, nonprofits, and grassroots
organizations can market effectively and inexpensively.”
—Shel Horowitz, award-winning author, speaker,
consultant, green/ethical marketing expert “Guerrilla
Marketing Reigns Supreme as THE Source for Most
Affordable and Effective Marketing...Ever!” —David
Fagan, owner, The Icon Builder “In the marketing jungle
the Guerrilla is king!” —David Perry, Perry-Martel
International “Guerrilla Marketing is the Guerrilla Cream
that rises to the Guerrilla Top. Those that use it, have
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book is one more ticket to your trip to your Guerrilla
Top.” —Al Lautenslager, www.marketforprofits.com “Jay
Conrad Levinson's Guerrilla Marketing series helped
revolutionize marketing for the entrepreneurs who
transformed small business into the powerful engine that
drives economic growth in America. That his work keeps
evolving but always stresses ethics, creativity, and
technology with makes his achievement all the more
valuable and remarkable.” —Michael Larsen, literary
agent, Michael Larsen-Elizabeth Pomada Literary Agents
Contributions from 35 Guerrilla hits, including: The
Guerrilla Marketing Handbook Guerrilla Publicity
Guerrilla Marketing in 30 Days Guerrilla Marketing for
Writers Guerrilla Social Media Marketing Guerrilla
Marketing on the Internet Guerrilla Networking Guerrilla
Negotiating Guerrilla Selling Guerrilla Public Speaking
Guerrilla Multilevel Marketing Guerrilla Profits Guerrilla
Financing Guerrilla Business Secrets Guerrilla
Breakthrough Strategies Guerrilla Retailing Guerrilla
Rainmaking Guerrilla Marketing for Consultants Guerrilla
Marketing Goes Green Guerrilla Marketing for Nonprofits
Updated with fresh examples, the latest techniques and
trends, new success stories, and fresh, practical
marketing habits for today’s aspiring guerrillas, this new
edition provides marketers with the latest guerrilla
marketing tools and tactics. In just 30 chapters and 30
days, famous marketers Jay Conrad Levinson and Al
Lautenslager show eager entrepreneurs how to zero in
on their marketing goals and maximize their profits. New
marketers learn from updated real-life examples and
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use daily exercises
to take
their marketing to the next
level — ultimately increasing profits, cutting costs, and
gaining new customers. Topics detailed in this new
edition include proximity marketing, thought leadership,
integration of online and offline marketing, speaking and
events, direct email, personalization, and
implementation. With every step, Levinson and
Lautenslager provide thorough action plans to help
aspiring guerrillas stay on track, leaving no excuse for
anything but success.
Hundreds of ideas for reaching and keeping the fastestgrowing markets in the 90s, marketing during a
recession, what consumers in the 90s care most about,
how to use the technological explosion for bigger profits,
and management lessons for the 21st century.
Describes marketing techniques particularly effective for
home-based businesses, emphasizing the importance of
positioning, word-of-mouth advertising, direct mail, and
customer service
At a time when millions of small businesses are
flourishing, here is the optimum plan of attack for
businesses that want to cash in on the high profits and
low costs of guerrilla marketing.
Ride on the natural partnership between Guerrilla
Marketing and Facebook. The synergy between
Facebook and Guerrilla Marketing is hard to dismiss or
ignore. Guerrillas want the same thing everybody wants,
but they don’t have the same means, nor do they
believe in excessive marketing budgets. The success of
Guerrilla Marketing is apparent: its principles have been
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run countless successful
marketing campaigns for
businesses since its introduction in 1970s. Facebook,
like any other business, is driven to make profits. But
their profits are not made from getting people to sign up
for Facebook accounts. With some 750 million users and
counting, Facebook is irrefutably the leading social
media tool of our time. How can one ride on this natural
partnership to achieve success? “Guerrilla Facebook
Marketing” is packed with practical tips and insights on
building Guerrilla marketing strategies in Facebook that
can work for any business. Get insights on Facebook’s
culture and Guerrilla Marketers’ beliefs, and what these
insights mean to your overall marketing strategy. Learn
how to use Facebook data to shape your marketing
campaign. Understand the unique Rules of Engagement
necessary to pull off successful Guerrilla marketing
campaigns in Facebook. Boost your knowledge of
Facebook features by familiarizing yourself with 25
Facebook-specific Guerrilla weapons. Learn how to
generate marketing campaigns by combining Guerrilla
weapons in infinite ways. Follow step-by-step
instructions on how to create and execute clear,
actionable marketing plans and calendars for all kinds of
marketing campaigns. Link marketing efforts back to
profits by measuring ROI results in tangible ways for
your business.
This book will guide marketers into the world of
positioning and selling products and services. The
authors lead the reader step by step through the process
of developing a marketing campaign. They offer detailed
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from contests to affinity programs, from direct mail to
billboard advertising. Anecdotes, graphics, and rules of
thumb are also included.
GUERRILLA NETWORKING Traditional networking is all
about "meeting people. ; The success you reap in life,
however, is directly correlated tonot how many people
you meetbut rather, how many people want to meet you.
Guerrilla Networking is all about becoming the type of
person other people want to meet. Learn how from both
guerrilla marketing legend, Jay Conrad Levinson, and
guerrilla networking originator Monroe Mann. Jay and
Monroe have flipped the typical networking mentality on
its headbut theyve landed right side upand so can you, if
you read this book. Youre in for a wild ride.Michael Port,
author of Book Yourself Solid An incredibly simple, and
yet, original concept. The idea behind guerrilla
networking makes perfect and logical sense. I
recommend this book to all members of my networking
organization.Dr. Ivan=2 0Misner, founder of BNI and NY
Times bestselling author of Masters of Networking
Provides more than one hundred practical ideas, action
plans, and implementation steps to help businesses identify
unconventional social media opportunities to increase online
presence, attract customers, and improve profits.
The book every small-business owner should own First
published in 1983, Jay Levinson's Guerrilla Marketing has
become a classic in the field of business, revolutionising
marketing for small businesses all over the world and creating
a new way to understand market share and how to gain it. In
this completely updated and expanded fourth edition of
Levinson's first Guerrilla Marketing book, his take-noPage 6/20
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offers hundreds of None
marketing
ideas that really work and a new
roadmap for small-business success in the global
marketplace. Filled with leading-edge strategies for marketing
on the Internet, putting new technologies to work, targeting
prospects, cultivating repeat and referral business, and
managing in the age of telecommuting and freelance
employees, among others, Guerrilla Marketing will be the
entrepreneur's marketing bible for the twenty-first century.
Presents ways to succeed in the art of negotiating,
demonstrating ideas and tactics that enable the reader gain a
fair advantage in any situation
Let 35 World Class Guerrilla Marketing Coaches Teach You
Their Time-tested Tactics and Strategies for Getting New
Customers and Turning Them Into Your Most Enthusiastic
Fans! Here is a taste of what you're going to learn in Guerrilla
Marketing on the Front Lines: * Dozens of new high impact
strategies for reaching and acquiring new customers...even
on a shoestring budget, * Cutting edge online tactics
designed to cut through the clutter and dramatically increase
your visibility and conversion rates, * The keys to developing
high powered Guerrilla partnerships and affiliate programs
that will leverage your time and actually make you money
while you sleep. Are you ready to turn your own prospects
into customers and then into raving fans who will buy from
you again, and again, and again? Join us on the Front Lines
and get ready to launch your own Guerrilla Marketing Attack!
Through the eyes of two Guerrilla Marketers, this book shows
you Guerrilla Marketing ideas to help you build your business
and make more as a financial advisor than you ever thought
possible. Jay Conrad Levinson, author of the highly
successful Guerrilla Marketing series of books has teamed up
with financial advisor consultant and coach Grant W. Hicks,
CIM, FCSI , to uncover all aspects of marketing for financial
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researching and testing
best ideas for financial advisors.
Grant's educational website
www.financialadvisormarketing.com has additional resources
to help any advisor at any level become more successful.
This easy to read book will be an abundance of resources
advisors need to dramatically change and grow their
business. Inside you will find nine chapters including samples
and templates to help build your business. The following is a
chapter summary that will take the reader through forty
business and marketing ideas, principles and examples that
have been used successfully and step by step on how to
apply them to your business. 1. Build a Better Business and
Marketing Plan 2. Getting New Clients from Outside Sources
3. Getting New Clients from Internal Marketing 4. Welcoming
New Clients 5. Wowing Clients 6. Mastering Service for All
Clients 7. Taking Your Business to the Next Level 8.
Marketing Principles for Financial Advisors 9. Guerrilla
Marketing Tools and Marketing Action Plan Worksheets If you
want to be a successful advisor in your market and improve
your client service levels, then Guerilla Marketing For
Financial Advisors is your marketing blueprint. It is time for
advisors to take action.
Since the publication of this bestseller two years ago, the
number of people who are connected to the Internet directly
rather than through an online provider has exploded, which
has had a dramatic impact on online commerce. Guerrilla
Marketing Online, 2nd Edition, completely revised and
updated, addresses this shift in user access, unveiling new
marketing weapons and techniques for promoting business
electronically.
Yes! You Can Escape Your Job---If You Win the 10 Battles
Required to Go Out On Your Own! Yes, you can do this. You
can quit your job, start a business, and never have to work for
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whether you feel confident
or afraid, your age, your family
situation, your education, where you live, and how much time
and money you have. You don’t have to tolerate a crummy
job, lousy boss, long commute, tedious tasks, annoying coworkers, limited control over how you spend your day, no
clear path to a promotion, worrying about the next round of
layoffs, dealing with corporate scandals that have nothing to
do with you, reporting to an executive team that you don’t
like or trust---You can leave all this behind! "Guerrilla
Marketing Job Escape Plan" shows you how. It gives you
practical, step-by-step advice about the ten battles you must
fight to make the leap, and how to win them decisively,
including: overcoming fear, finding the right idea for you,
getting family to support you, picking the right strategy,
starting your business up with minimal financial or personal
risk, getting the first profitable customer, building momentum,
and leaving your job without burning any bridges. In addition
to step-by-step guidance, over 150 entrepreneurs---people
who have successfully made the leap---share their wisdom
and insights. Plus, the book includes an exclusive password
for you to take the Job Escape Challenge, including additional
FREE resources to start a successful business and quit your
job forever. What are you waiting for? Start planning your
escape right now!
Identifies one hundred marketing "weapons" that minimize
expenses and maximize profits for retailers, manufacturers,
and the service industry

Based on the author's print series of the same name, full
of marketing strategies for the small business
The latest strategies for job hunters revealed in this
revised and updated edition This new Third Edition
features the latest job-hunting strategies for the
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hiring managers at the employers you want to work for
most. New chapters integrate using social media and
social networking tools like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
and ZoomInfo in your job search, along with case studies
from successful guerrilla job hunters that detail what
works in today's hyper competitive job market with
commentary from America's top recruiters. Present your
skills in creative new ways that stand out in today's hypercompetitive job market Employ little-known search
engine optimization tricks used by top headhunters
Integrated web site updated bi-weekly to remain state-ofthe-moment Part of the Guerrilla Marketing Series, the
bestselling marketing book series The job search
process has changed drastically in the past few years.
Turn these changes to your advantage and make your
search successful with Guerilla Marketing for Job
Hunters 3.0.
START BUILDING YOUR MILLION-DOLLAR
COACHING BUSINESS TODAY! The coaching
profession has experienced phenomenal growth over the
past decade, and has become an accepted way for
people and organizations to improve performance. In
response to this demand, professionals from around the
world are getting into coaching. Unfortunately, despite
the growth of the coaching field, many coaches struggle
to attract clients and charge what they are worth. It
doesn't have to be this way! "Guerrilla Marketing for
Coaches" provides a practical, step-by-step guide for
coaches who want to fill their practice with desirable
clients, and build a firm that generates wealth. Follow the
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stories from top coaches
in the field--and you are on your
way to having a million-dollar firm. You discover: The top
ways to attract clients and fill your practice--without
spending much, if any, money; The proven
conversations to close deals and get hired; How to build
a firm that generates wealth for you, and make money
even if you are not working directly with clients. Join
Guerrilla Marketing founder Jay Conrad Levinson and
acclaimed coach trainer Andrew Neitlich as they guide
you to true success in this booming profession.
Equipping you with action plans, implementation steps
and more than 100 marketing weapons, Jay Conrad
Levinson, The Father of Guerrilla Marketing, and social
media expert Shane Gibson teach you how to combine
the timeless principles of guerrilla marketing with the
latest social media applications and networks. Discarding
overwhelming statistics, buzzwords and acronyms,
Levinson and Gibson provide a step-by-step social
media attack plan. Following their take-no-prisoners
guerilla approach, you’ll learn how to identify
unconventional social media opportunities, engage
customers, motivate action, and capture profits away
from your competitors. Includes: • 19 secrets every
guerrilla social media marketer needs to know • The
Guerrilla Social Media Toolkit • The Seven-Sentence
Social Media Attack Plan • 22-point social site and blog
checklist • 20 types of ROI • Free guerrilla intelligence
tools • Future social media weapons that are worth
knowing about • And more! This is THE social media
guerrilla’s go-to guide—learn how to employ a social
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The Internet is theNone
ultimate
guerrilla battlefield, according
to the bestselling author of "Guerrilla Marketing." His
newest book provides the definitive place to get started,
where readers will find an easy-to-follow, step-by-step
plan for launching a "guerrilla attack."
Workbook containing various workshop activities and
projects.
Helps nonprofits compete for donations and boost public
awareness through the application of low-cost battle
plans, time-tested principals and relevant tactics and by
utilizing the "seven golden rules" of Guerilla Marketing
for fundraising success and recruiting volunteers.
Original.
A BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS WITHOUT STRESS,
NOW AND IN THE FUTURE. The face of entrepreneurial
business has changed drastically in recent years, and
the 21st century promises to bring the most dramatic
alterations to the business paradigm to date, calling for
an overall revision of the structures and attitudes with
which guerrillas set up shop. By following The Way of the
Guerrilla, new and seasoned entrepreneurs alike will
discover that achieving and maintaining a professionally
and personally balanced life is the way to achieve
emotional and financial success, now and in the century
to come. In this invaluable guide to your future business
success, best-selling author and guru of the guerrilla
lifestyle Jay Conrad Levinson will help you: ?Prepare a
focused mission statement ?Hire responsible employees
?Delegate effectively ?Respond to technological
advances ?Maintain business flexibility ?Find more time
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for your work
Offers a six-step process for salespeople to operate
effectively in a customer-oriented business climate
and make a dramatic difference in their careers
When Guerrilla Marketing was first published in
1983, Jay Levinson revolutionized marketing
strategies for the small-business owner with his takeno-prisoners approach to finding clients. Based on
hundreds of solid ideas that really work, Levinson’s
philosophy has given birth to a new way of learning
about market share and how to gain it. In this
completely updated and expanded fourth edition,
Levinson offers a new arsenal of weaponry for smallbusiness success including * strategies for marketing
on the Internet (explaining when and precisely how
to use it) * tips for using new technology, such as
podcasting and automated marketing * programs for
targeting prospects and cultivating repeat and
referral business * management lessons in the age
of telecommuting and freelance employees Guerrilla
Marketing is the entrepreneur’s marketing bible -and the book every small-business owner should
have on his or her shelf.
In detailed chapters that cover everything from
developing an advertising strategy to designing
effective ads and copy, Levinson delivers nononsense advice on how to maximize advertising
effectiveness. Guerrilla Advertising tells readers how
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layout and copy, and adapt tactics to appropriate
media.
LAUNCH AN ALL-OUT MARKETING ATTACK Build
marketing momentum, outsmart your competitors,
and win the long-term war for mindshare and sales
in 30 maneuvers--all inside, battle-tested, and ready
to employ. The Father of Guerrilla Marketing, Jay
Conrad Levinson, and Jeannie Levinson, President
of Guerrilla Marketing International, deliver a nononsense, take-no-prisoners plan to producing
immediate marketing results without consuming your
cash or wasting your time. From delivering a
powerhouse elevator pitch to mastering media, each
maneuver is a marketing mission accomplished.
BONUS MATERIAL INCLUDED! 200 + Guerrilla
Marketing and Social Media Weapons 8 elements to
emphasize on your website and 20 questions to ask
12 Most common internet marketing mistakes to
avoid Tragic and magic copy writing tips
The guru of the Guerrilla Marketing series, with over
a million copies in print, teaches entrepreneurs how
to market aggressively without spending one cent.
Levinson, the authority on big-business marketing on
a small-business budget, takes this concept one step
further by offering scores of marketing ideas that are
completely free. He proves that aggressive
marketing doesn't have to be expensive if you use
creative and unconventional means. * Hold a
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acquire names for your mailing list. * Give free talks,
consultations, and demonstrations. You'll establish
yourself as an expert and publicize your business at
the same time. * Post on websites, bulletin boards,
and other online communities. They offer countless
opportunities for spreading your business message.
* Feed your clients. Sending cookies or offering free
refreshments in your store can set you apart from
the competition. Levinson offers dozens of other tips
-- some straightforward, many surprising -- in a
unique, indispensable guide that proves you don't
have to pay top dollar to improve your bottom line.
The Father of Guerrilla Marketing, Jay Conrad
Levinson delivers the first book to adapt the profitproducing principles of Guerrilla Marketing to the
world of nonprofits. The nonprofit sector has
increased by 65%--a flood of new organizations are
vying for donations, competing for volunteers, and
carving out their share of the marketplace. Joined by
co-authors Frank Adkins and Chris Forbes, Levinson
shows nonprofit marketers how to gain the
competitive edge they need by replacing their lack of
money with the power of time, energy, imagination,
and information—allowing them to maximize their
impact and raise more money! Armed with timetested principles, 200 proven weapons of Guerrilla
Marketing, and relevant tactics and tools, nonprofit
marketers learn how to boost public awareness,
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mobilize advocates, and raise more money—no
matter the state of their finances. • Introduces the
“seven golden rules” for fundraising success and
recruiting volunteers • 200 proven weapons of
Guerrilla Marketing customized for nonprofits •
Covers publicity and social media tactics specific to
the nonprofit community • Concepts are illustrated
through real-world examples and comparison tables
The creator of the Guerrilla Marketing series
explains how small business owners can cut through
the clutter of new information to get their message
across with the help of Memes--simple symbols or
phrases that can be used to represent complex
ideas. Original.
Are you ready to become a master of guerrilla
marketing and joint ventures, the combined type of
smarter marketing necessary for true entrepreneurial
success worldwide in any economy and any
marketplace. "Guerrilla Marketing and Joint
Ventures" explains step-by-step how entrepreneurs
can use smarter marketing and joint ventures to
generate maximum profits from minimum
investments. Put another way, applying what you are
about to learn can help make your business grow
very quickly for low or even zero-cost and real-life
case studies (including the author’s own experience
of going from zero to 4 million customers in 30 days)
will also show you how joint ventures can help an
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The Best of Guerrilla Marketing--Guerrilla Marketing
RemixEntrepreneur Press
For more than twenty years, Jay Levinson has been
arming small businesses with the strategies and tactics
to compete with the big guys by substituting time,
energy, and imagination for money. In Guerrilla
Marketing With Technology he shows how virtually every
aspect of a small business can be enhanced through
technology. Even with minimal investment in and
experience with computers, databases, and the Internet,
small businesses can maximize their limited resources
and reap big profits. Without technical jargon, Levinson
covers all the basics to get even the most technologically
shy up and running.
Internationally renowned marketing expert Jay Conrad
Levinson and co-author Al Lautenslager offer a hands-on
workbook in the famed Guerrilla Marketing series.
Designed for use either as a stand-alone tool or as a
supplement to Guerilla Marketing in 30 Days, this
interactive workbook provides practical exercises that
deliver a customized, action-oriented marketing plan.
Easy to use, the workbook is completely page driven.
Specific components of a marketing plan are produced
upon completion of each exercise.
Because the battle begins before a book even hits the
selves, an author needs every weapon to get ahead of
the competition. Guerrilla Marketing for Writers is packed
with proven insights and advice, it details 100
ÒClassified secretsÓ that will help autho
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of the bestselling Guerrilla Marketing series Consulting is
entering the era of the guerrilla client-buyers with a glut
of information at their fingertips and doubts about the
value consultants add. Guerrilla Marketing for
Consultants is the first book to reveal how guerrilla
marketing can transform today's challenges into golden
opportunities for winning profitable work from the new
breed of consulting clients. Packed with information, this
step-by-step guide details the 12 marketing secrets
every consultant should know, the anatomy of a
marketing plan, Web sites, sources of free publicity,
direct-mail marketing, winning proposals, and more. Jay
Conrad Levinson (San Rafael, CA) is the Chairman of
the Board of Guerrilla Marketing International and the
author or coauthor of more than 30 books, including the
bestselling Guerrilla Marketing series. Michael W.
McLaughlin (Mill Valley, CA) has been a partner with
Deloitte Consulting since 1994.
Why a book on guerrilla deal-making? Because people
envy those who are more powerful than they are. They
want to bring the big dog down to their own level. If they
succeed, they’ll feel better about themselves. That’s
why Jay Conrad Levinson’s guerrilla books have sold
over 30 million copies--Jay doesn’t just promise to
empower small businessmen, he actually becomes the
wind beneath their wings. It’s a natural! Empowerment!
How to get powerful people--big dogs--to do what
you--the small guerrilla--want them to do! Your
impossible dream--actually controlling big dogs--seems
within your reach. (A lot better than just catching their
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when they’re in serious negotiations with big dogs,
they’ll buy "Guerrilla Deal-Making"! On top of that,
jealousy of big dogs is on the increase, simply because
there are more of them to envy today than ever before.
In 2010, 8.4 million households in the US had assets of
$1 million or more. That’s 7-1/2 percent of the 112.6
million households. There are many other guerrilla vs.
big dog situations, not just high-powered buying and
selling. Readers will use the 100 very powerful tactics in
"Guerrilla Deal-Making" when they deal with their boss,
go to town hall meetings to talk to pompous politicians,
deal with their home owners association, try to get their
medical insurance company to reimburse them in full,
and deal with uncaring bureaucrats at city hall.
Guerrilla-marketing guru Levinson teams up with
computer wiz Charles Rubin to create an essential
entrepreneurial tool. The authors explain the basics of
executing a marketing attack online -- from building and
maintaining an effective web site to creating an online
catalogue to encouraging customers to purchase your
product online.
Levinson and Horowitz show the dramatic potential for
profit in not just being a green company, but in
addressing the huge social problems that have stumped
humankind for millennia. Instead of waiting centuries for
government to get it done, business can grab the reins
and accomplish more through the profit motive than
through any amount of guilt-tripping. Green practices can
save and make money, and deep social change can
skyrocket those revenues---when marketed correctly.
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